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368 JOURNAL OF BIBLICAL LITERATURE 

THE CASE FOR THE CURRENTLY ACCEPTED DATE OF 

DEUTERONOMY 

GEORGE DAHL 
YALE UNIVERSITY 

WITHOUT question this is a day of upheaval. The most 
'assured' results of earlier critical investigation are being 

BUbjected t.o radical correction or even t.o utter rejection. Witness 
Eissfeldt with his postulate of a new "Lay" source (L) for the 
hist.orical books from Genesis t.o Judges;1 Mowinckel with his 
insistence upon the revision of prevalent conceptions regarding 
the origins of the Psalter;• and, most recently, Torrey with his 
convincing argument for the dismissal of Duhm's alleged "Trito
Isaiah" t.o the lumber room of useless and discarded theories, with 
the consequent rehabilitation of the greatest of Old Tes,&ment 
poets, the Second Isaiah.3 These are typical instances and illu
strations of the present ferment in critical thought. More directly 
pertinent t.o our present discussion, however, is the powerful and 

1 Hemuucll-Syrwpse, 1922; Die Quelk1I du R~. 1926. 
• Paalmenatudien II, "Das Thronbesteigungsfest Ya.hwAs nod der Ur

aprung der Eecha.tologie", 1922. 
1 flfl Second laaiah: A New lnlerprelalion, 1928. See the appreciative 

reviewa by J. A. Montgomery in the A11glican Tlieological Review XI, No. 2 
(October 1928), pp. 165-168; a.nd by G. A. Barton in Chrialia• Etlvmticm 
XII, No. 1 (Ootober, 1928), pp. 4046; also tha.t in the Ezpomo,11 Timea 
XXXIX, No. 12, (September, 1928), pp. 529--632. 
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persist.ently repeated challenge of the current view of the origin 
and date of Deuteronomy. Profeseon Hewer and Pat.on, my 
Symposium colleagues, have taken up and a11SWered this cballerge 
in the two preceding articles.' 

It may be remarked, in paesing, that these troublings of the 
waten of criticism will surely have, 1111 alwaya, at least one good 
reBUlt. Biblical study will evidently thus succeufully avoid the 
peril of sinking into the deadly lethargy of a new dogmatism. Nor 
for the critic is there any immediate plOllpeCt of "flowery beds 
of eue." So keen is the challenge that jibes, good-natured and 
otherwise, greet the various "battles of the critics." In the preface 
to his book discussed above,IWelch cites a fling at Old Testament 
scholars by one of his own students. They are wittily cbaracteru.ed 
1111 "a band of cannibals who refreshed themselves by devouring one 
another." Despite such pleasantries, however, it must be quit.e 
obvious that the critical temper is not only a desirable but really 
the only tolerable one. All too euily opinions, whether they bear 
the label 'liberal' or 'conservative,' congeal into dogmas. Eternal 
vigilance is the price that must be paid alike for the healing of 
ancient error and the bringing to light of new and larger views 
of truth. Always and everywhere the true critic welcomes critic
ism. He realizes that criticism is, in a sense, his principal stock 
in trade. Thus he maintains an open and receptive attitude 
toward correction and contradiction even where his own matured 
and reuoned convictions are involved. The apostolic injunction 
to "prove all things," and to hold fast only to those opinions and 
points of view which are demonstrably good, finds a ready echo 
in the heart of the Biblical scholar. On this buis a suggested 
theory hllll often to be dismissed 1111 "not proven." But even in 
such cases the critic usually finds materials for the improvement 
or enrichment of the hypothesis the new theory had sought to 
displace. Thus light, as well as an occasional wave of torrid heat, 
is almost invariably generated by the debates of the critics. 

' Supra, pp. 305---321 and 322-357. 
1 Supra, pp. 307ft. See Tlte Code o/ Dnlffonomy, p. 6. 
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The primary task of the present paper is to eupplement the 
foregoing articles of Professors Bewer and Paton by submitting 
a brief, ae clear and concise ae may be, in behaH of the commonly 
accepted date of Deuteronomy. A secondary purpose is to indicate, 
to some extent at leaet, the relative strength or weakness of the 
several links in the chain of evidence supporting the UBU&l dating. 
Some threshing out of old straw ie nece886rily involved in develop
ing this theme. Inevitably, too, there will recur certain points 
already made by my colleagues. This rehearsal of familiar argu
ments need not, however, prove to be a complete waste of valuable 
time and space. It is good for the student of Scripture to recapi
tulate occasionally the reasons for the critical faith that is in him. 

Most emphatically ie this true in the case of Deuteronomy. By 
unanimous consent this book ie accorded a central and pivotal 
position in the study of Old Testament history, literature and 
religion.• The epochal reconstmction of the course of Hebrew 
history, which it has been the eupreme service and merit of 
critical Biblical echolarship to mediate, depends for its validity 
first of all upon the essential correctness of our dating of Deute
ronomy. In particular, the identification of the eo-called "Fifth 
Book of Moses" with the "book of the law" mentioned in 2 Kings 
22f. is generally regarded as the very keystone of the arch of 
Old Testament research. To abandon, or even seriously to modify, 
this finding won by the patient and unremitting toil of several 
generations of echolars, would involve a readjustment of the whole 
critical position which is nothing short of revolutionary. 7 To the 

• Cf. G. F. Moore, Literalure of t1le Old Testament, p. 64: "Deuteronomy 
is a fixed point, by reference to which the age of other strata in the Penta
teuch may be determined, at least relatively." W. C. Graham in the Jovrnal 
of Religion VII, 1927, p. 397, states: "It then becomes a aort of Meridian 
of Greenwich, a fixed point in chronological and psychological relationship 
to which most other literature can be placed." See alao A. Menea, Die 
Voreriliaclien Gemu Jmuu (Beiheft ZATW No. 60, 1928), p. 53: "Mit 
dem Deut ateht und fi!.llt du ganze kritische Gebil.ude, du in den letzten 
Jahrzehnten des verflo888nen Jahrhunderta miihaam aufgerichtet wurde." 

7 Hi!lacher'a radical procedure in the dating of the Pentateuohal doou
menta, u well u hie quite arbitrary handling of the books of Jeremiah 
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question: Does a sober review of the evidence newly adduced 
justify any vital alteration of the prevailing view! the preceding 
papers have both returned a negative answer. It remains onJy 
to reenforce their argument.a with a positive ll1lllllBing up of the 
reasons for holding fast to the commonJy accepted position. 

The current view of Deuteronomy dates back in it.a esaentiala 
to the appearance of de Wette'e Dwerlatio cnlica in 1806.1 de 
Wette'e thesis was developed, amplified and firmly eetabliehed 
by Wellhausen• in 1876. Since then this hypothesis has been 
pllSBed on by succeeding scholars with onJy alight modifications 
as a torch to illumine the path of the student of the Old Testa
ment.10 

It may be well at once to inquire: What are the principal 
feature& of the commonJy sccepted view of Deuteronomy! The 
following propositions will, I believe, gain the 888ent of a great 
majority of scholars: 

1) Deuteronomy, either ae a whole or in part,11 wae compiled 

and Ezekiel-the last in his Huekiel: Dtr I>idlu:t' vwd dru Bd (Beiheft 
ZATW No. 39, 1924)-illuatratea the lengths to which one may he forced 
to go in dpfense of a redating of Deuteronomy. On this point aee A. 8. Peake, 
Recent ~ in Old Tutamnl Criliciam, (Reprint from .B1llldia 
of 1M Joln Byla""8 Library XII, No. l, January, 1928), pp. l7f. 

• Cf. Cornill, lnlrotludim& lo 1M Canonical Boob of 1M Old T..,,._,, 
1907, p. 5. Notice, however, that the BUggllBtion that the law book diacovered 
in the Temple in 621 B. C. was Deuteronomy goes INr,ck to Jerome and 
Chryeostom (cf. G. A. Smith, Dnlerollomy, 1918, p. X.LIII; Bt.euemagel. 
Daa Deuteronomium1, 1903, p. 3; llleinhold, EinflJArvflf in daa .Alie Tula
-,•• 1926, p. 199; Budde, Z.ATW, 1926, p. 178). 

1 See hie Die Compoailim& du He~, 1889, pp. 189ff., where the 
work of Vater is given high praise. Cf. Sim peon, Penlalndtal Crilieiam •, 
1924, pp. 31-33. 

10 Consult the standard introductions and commentaries. 
11 Wellhansen (op. cil., p. 195) limits the original book of Deutenmomy 

to Ch. 12-26; Driver (Deuteronomy, 1895, p. LXXII) inclines to Ch. 1-3, 
IS-26, 28; G. F. Moore (En,:, Bib. I, Col. 1081; af. Litaalvre of Ile Old Tuta
tnml, p. 58), Ch. 5-26, 28; Ryle (Hastings' D. B. I, p. 598), Ch. IS-26 
(27 1, 10), 28; l\lcFadyen (lntrodudion lo Ile Old TulafMfll, p. 57), Ch. 12-26, 
28, possibly IS-II; G. A. Smith (op. cit., pp. XCIVff.), Ch. 12-26 (in the 
main) and in addition "some form of the discourses now in Ch. I-XI, 
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at some time in the century preceding the reforms described in 
2 Kings 22(. as carried through by Josiah11 in 621 B. C. 

2) It furnished the immediate inspiration for these reforms, and 
served as the program for them. 

3) Deuteronomy is essentially a prophetic, not a priestly, 
document-this despite the fact that its final form shows priestly 
influence.13 

4) It must not be regarded as a formally adopted legal code, 
but rather as an ideal program. H The fact, imer alia, that no 

XXVIII-XXX;" Kent (/mul's Laws and Legal Prea,knts, 1907, p. 34), 
Ch.12-19,26,28; H.P.Smith(Old Tutament Histury, 1003, p.265,footnote2) 
speaks of "the original book of Deuteronomy, which contained at any rate 
chapters 12-19, 26 and 28 of the present book." The presence of doublets, 
the alternation between the Bingular and plural forms of addrell8, and 
varioua other criteria incline all these critics to posit certain later additions 
even within the sections indicated BB genuine above. See G. A. Smith 
(ibid., pp. XCVIff.) for an account of more detailed analyses by Bertholet, 
Budde, Comill, el al. Steuemagel (op. cit., pp. 4ff.) and Meinhold (op. cil., 
pp. 202ff.) take cognizance of recent attempts to define the limits of the 
original book. 

11 Whether the original compilation of the book dates from the reign 
of Hezekiah (726-686 B. C.), or that of Man888eb (686--341 B. C.), or that 
of Amon (641~9 B. C.), or from the earlier years of Joaiah's own reign, 
is not clear. Cf. the diacUBBion of this point by G. A. Smith, op. cit., pp. XCIVff.; 
also in Driver, /nlroductiml lo t1&e Literature of t1&e Old Tulamnt ( = L.O. T.), 
1913, p. 87. Recent criticism tends in the direction of a date fairly cloae 
to the reform itself, i. e., not too long before 621 B. C. So Budde in "Du 
Deuteronomium und die Reform Kllnig Joaiaa" (ZATW, 1926, p. 222): 
"lch vermag du Deuteronomium nur als ein Werk aus der Zeit ffir die 
Zeit zu begreifen." See alao Kent, op. cil., p. 33: "The original edition of 
Deuteronomy waa completed somewhere between the beginning of Joaiah's 
reign in 639 and the great reform in 621 B. C., rather than in the days of 
Ma0888eh or earlier." Ryle (loc.cil., p. 603) places it "in the reign of MaDB811eh, 
or in the early part of the reign of Josiah." 

11 Budde, loc. cit., p. 219: "an einen anderen Kreis ala den des Propheten
tums gar nicht gedacht werden kann." Cf. Driver, L. 0. T., p. 91: "Deuter
onomy may be described aa the proplaelic reformulaliml, and adapt,alum 
lo new nuds, of an older legislation;" also Ryle, loc. eil.: "The work is that 
of a prophet, a religious teacher, not of a jurist or a statesman." 

•• See Paton, supra, pp. 353f.; also Budde, loc. cil., pp. 206f. 
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penalties are indicat.ed for such lapaes u failure t.o attend feast. 
point.a in this direction. 

5) The chief formal demand of the book is for the centralimtion 
of the cultus at the Temple in Jerosalem. This involves alao the 
abolition of the locai sanctuaries acattered throughout the land.11 

6) In it.a present form Deuteronomy is both very old and quite 
new19 ; e.g., it contains laws that go back t.o the Book of the 
Covenant, and thence in some cues to a remoter antiquity, 
together with additions made subsequent t.o JOBiah's time and 
even after the fall of Jerusalem in 586 B. C.17 

It is important in considering the question of the date of Deute
ronomy that we keep clearly in mind all six of these tenet.a. As 
a matter of fact, practically all of them have been vigorowdy 
denied by one or another of the recent critics of the prevailing 
view.18 • 

The argument for the usual dating has both it.a negative and 
it.a positive side. The former opposes the tradition, current among 

11 That the prohibition of local sanctuaries did not extend to thme 
among the Diaperaion is clearly ahown by Torrey, Bzro Bhuliu, 1910, 
pp. 315ff.: "More than one Old Testament acholar, writing before the dia
covery of the letter& from the colony at Yeh, had expn,aaed the opinion that 
the ordinances in Dent. 12, forbidding wonhip at sanctuaries other than the 
one in Jerusalem, were intended to refer only to Palestine" (p. 316). Cf. 
Barton, Ardta«,logy and IAe BilJka, 1927, pp. 39f., 447ff.; H. P. Smith, 
op. cit., pp. 446f.; T. W. Davies in Peake, .A COMfl&ffl/Jny oa de Bibk, 
p. 232; and aee Ia. 19 1sf.; Mal. 1 n. 

11 G. F. Moore, lac. cil., col. 108lf.; Driver, L. 0. T., pp. 90ff.; G. A. 
Smith, op. cit., pp. LXXII, LXXXVIII; Bewer, npra, p. 321. 

17 With the BDmmary given above compare the commentariea and 
introduotiona; aee also J. Batteraby Harford, Si,iu WdlAa-, 1916, 
pp. 92ff.; J.E. McFadyen, ''The Present Poaition of Old Testament Criti
cism" in Peake'a TA£ Pwple au de Boole, 1926, p. 199; and npra, pp. 308, 
324. 

10 Cf., e. g., G. R. Berry, ''The Code Found in the Temple," J.B. L. 
XXXIX, 1920, pp. 44ff., together with the reply by A. Freed, ibid. XL, 
1921, pp. 76ff.; 0. Hlllacher, "Kompoaition nnd Unprung des Deutero
nomiuma," ZA TW., 1922, pp. 161 ff.; A. C. Welch, Tie C• of~,. 
1924. 

24 
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Jews and Christians alike, that M01!e8 was the author of Deutero
nomy e.s of the other books of the law. With this negative argu
ment we a.re not in this pa.per 80 vitally concerned e.s with the 
positive one. Not one of the scholars whose arguments we have 
been considering in this Symposium has gone 80 far as to uphold 
the Moeaic authorship of the book e.s it ste.nds.19 It will B1lffice, 
therefore, merely to point out the main lines of evidence which 
seem to forbid adherence to the traditional view. 

That M01!e8, then, is not the author of Deuteronomy is evidenced 
by the following fa.eta: 

1) Nowhere does the book as a whole claim to be written by 
him. In fact the compiler seems e.ctue.lly to go out of his way 
to make it clear that M01!e8 is not the writer. At the very outset 
(l 1-&) and consistently throughout18 he speaks of M01!e8 in t/ae 

third perllO'li. It may be retorted that 31 9, 24 describe M01!e8 as 
writing "this Torah," and that 31 2a e.scribes to him the com
position of the "Song" in 32 1-43. But is it not clear that the 
fact that certain portions of the book a.re thus specifically e.scribed 
to him0 carries with it the implication that he must not be regarded 
as the author of the whole 1 It is, of course, conceivable that he 
might have written of himseli in the third person.• In view, 
however, of the significant circumstance that M01!e8 nowhere in 
the five Pente.teuche.l books makes the remotest claim to author
ship, the be.le.nee of probability weighs heavily age.inst such an 
hypothesis. The burden of proof would seem to lie upon those 
who make the 11S11ertion that M01!e8 did write Deuteronomy. 

11 Welch (ibid., p. 206), e. g., maintains only that "The Deuteronomic 
code ia the outcome and one expreaaion of that religious and national 
movement which rose in Benjamin and Ephraim, and whioh in its beginning 
is lll!IIOCUl,t.ed with the person of Samuel. It sprang up after the people had 
made good their footing in Palestine." 

11 Cf. 4 41-411, U-48; Ii I; 27 1, U, 11; 29 I; 31 If., &f., H-26, 80; 3ll uf., 48; 

331; 34. 
a As II matt.er of fact, even the portions definitely asoribed to Moses 

belong in their present form to a_ much later period. See the diacnmion 
below. 

• Cf. Caesar's Commntariu. 
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2) It is hardly conceivable that MOllell conld have writt.en the 
account of his own death contained in chapter M. Vem., and 10, 

in addition, distinctly reflect a point of view far removed from the 
times of the great lawgiver. With what ill grace, moreover, would 
the latter verse, so extravagant in its encomium of MOlleB, come 
from the pen of the man who was "very meek, above all the men 
that were upon the face of the earth" (Num. 12 a). Withal, this 
chapter, so evidently from another hand than that of Moees, is 
marked throughout by the distinctive vocabulary and peculiar 
literary style which lends such definite character to the preceding 
sectionB of the book. So characteristic are these that even in 
the English tranalation they are easily recognu.able. It must 
follow, then, 118 the night the day, that if Moees could not have 
written chapter 34, neither did he write the preceding chapters 
of Deuteronomy.• 

3) Certain expresaionB recur in the course of the narrative 
which, like the wat.er marks in the paper upon which a reputedly 
ancient document may be written, point irrefutably to a later 
age than that of Moees for the composition of the book. Three 
phrases in particular demand attention: (a) "Beyond the JOldan" 
(l~n ~]13) is repeatedly UBed to designate East.em Palestine.11 

But Mosea is represented 118 making the farewell discourses reported 
in Deuteronomy in this very region. He could not refer to the 
place where he him.sell stood 118 being beyo,ad the Jordan. The 
contention, occasionally made, that the term is a technieal one, 
like the present Transjordania, lacks support in Old Testament 
Ul!&ge; nor does it accord well with the way the expression is 
UBed in Deuteronomy it.sell. Manifestly the author of the phrase 
is a resident of W eatem Palestine. He ll&IlDOt pouibly be MOBeB 
who, according to chapter 34, died while Israel was still east of 
the river. (b) "At that time" (M'll'll'I ,Wl)lland (c) "Unto this day" 
(ffll'I Cft"l'I ,P)I' are employed in such a -y 118 to imply that a 

• Simpion, op. cit., p. 23. 
N See I 1, &: 3 8; 4 ,1, "'·· "· 
• 2 84; 3 ,. 8, 12, 18, 21, 23. 

N 3H. 
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considerable period of time has elapsed between the actual occur
rence of the event.a narrated and the recording of them in Deute
ronomy. Certainly an interval of six months (Cp. Deut. 1 a with 
Num. 33 aa &nd 20 sa-88) would not justify 1111ch expression. 
Not Moses, but a much later writer, is clearly responsible for both 
expressions. It is worthy of special notice that all three of the 
phrases just cited constitute an integral part of the narrative. 
There is no sufficient reason for detaching them; nor can they 
be explained away as glosses.17 

4) In the course of the positive argument to follow, definite 
evidence will be adduced to show that the book belongs in fact 
to a period removed from Moses by some six centuries or more. 
If this cumulative evidence is there rightly evaluated, the con
tention of Mosaic authorship for Deuteronomy falls to the ground. 

The positive argument upon which rests the current view of 
the date may, for convenience, be considered under three heads: 
I. The Literary Argument, including (A), the evidence drawn 
from literary relationships; and (B) from style and vocabulary. 
Il. The Religious Argument, i. e., the proof derived from the 
position of Deuteronomy as a major link in the chain of Hebrew 
religious development.18 III. The Historical Argument which, 
while emphasizing the relationship which the book bears to the 
event.a narrated in 2 Kings 22f., also takes into some account the 
whole course of Old Testament history. 

I. THE LITERARY ARGUMENT 

( A.) Literary Relationships 

1) Here comes into consideration first of all the relation of 
Deuteronomy to the other collections of law incorporated in the 

27 On this whole question of reputed Moee.ic e.uthorahip, see the ete.ndard 
diec11B1ion in Driver, L. 0. T., pp. 82ff. Cp. also the convenient brief 
summary in .d. New Standard Bibk Didwnary, 1926, pp. 178f., art. "Deut
eronomy." 

11 This line of approach involves some unavoidable overlapping with I 
(A), the evidence from literary relationships. 
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Pentat.euch. Three such collections are generally reoognimd: 
(a) that of JE, commonly designated 88 the "Book of the Cove
nant" (or the "Covenant Code"), which appears in eipllllded fonn 
in Exodus 21-23, and in a briefer recension in Exodus M; (b) the 
"HolineB11 Code" (H) in LevitiCIIB 17-26; and (c) the :remaining 
laws in Exodus, LevitiC11B and Numbers, prevailingly ceremonial 
and liturgical in character, collectively called the "Priestly Code" 
(P). Driver's careful and exhaustive synopeie and oomparuon of 
the lawat• leads him, as it bas led other scholars, to the conclusion 
that the laws of JE in the Code of Ex. 21-23 (34) "form the 
foundation of the Deut.eronomic legislation." This judgment 
is based not only on the numerous verbal coincidences, but also 
on the fact that Deut.eronomy covers point for point almoat the 
whole range of laws in JE. Whether the relationship between 
Deut.eronomy and the Covenant Code is actually one of direct 
borrowing, however, is open to debat.e.18 The not inoolllliderable 
verbal differences, the variation in the arrangement of groups 
and of individual laws, and the fact that certain parts of the Book 
of the Covenant are ignored in Deut.eronomy, have occuioned 
some doubt 88 to the exact form of the connection between the 
two codes. In general, neverthele811, it would appear that the 
relationship of Deut.eronomy lies in the general direction of 
expansion and development of the earlier laws. Its code reflecte 
a distinctly more advanced and complicated community life than 
that underlying Ex. 21-23 (M)'1. 

So far 88 relationship with the Holiness Code is concerned 
Deut.eronomy bas, it is true, a few parallels. These would be 
natural in two codes of lawa from the same land and from approx
imat.ely the same period. But the whole tone and t.emper of the 
two codes are quit.e different. Certainly there is no evidence of 
dependence of one upon the other. If anything, H seems slightly 
lat.er than 1)11. 

11 ~y. pp.IVff.; L.O. T., pp.73ff. 
80 G. F. Moore, loe. cit., col. 1083. Cf. G. A. Smith, "I'· cil., p. LXVIl. 
11 Ryle, loe. cit., p. 600. 
81 Driver, L. 0. T., p. 76; G. F. Moore, loe. cil., col. 1083. 
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With the Priestly Code the relationship is exceedingly remot,ell. 
Alike in vocabulary and substance the differences are many and 
great. Deuteronomy shows no dependence upon P. On the con
trary it may be st.ated with absolute B881ll8nce that the P material 
(whether it ever existed as a separate code or not) is, with its 
highly developed formalism, distinctly later than Deuteronomy. 
A careful examination of its vocabulary and style, and a study 
of the religious and civil institutions reflected in its laws, shows 
that the completed Priestly Code belongs to a relatively late 
period in Hebrew history.at 

It appears, then, that the order of the legal documents con
t.ained in the Pentateuch is JE, D, H, P. On the whole the evid
ence tends to show that the Deuteronomic Code st.ands about 
midway between the primitive Ritual Decalogue of Exodus 34 
and the highly developed Priestly Code. 

2) A strikingly similar result attends the examination, from 
a literary point of view, of the historical sections in Deuteronomy. 85 

Wherever we are able to trace the original of the historical allusions 
in D, they point to JE as the sole source. It is apparent that 
JE and P had not been united when D wrote. The evidence for 
this is peculiarly cogent if one compares the reference to the fate 
of Dathan and Abiram in Deut. 11 • with the expanded composite 
narrative of the same event in Num. 16. In the Numbers passage 

Korah is closely intertwined with the story of Dathan and Abiram. 
It is practically inconceivable that D could have omitted all 
reference to him had he read the story as at present recorded in 
Numbers. Manifestly his original contained only the Dathan 
and Abiram story of JE.38 The evidence derived from the histor
ical passages here and everywhere else supports that of the legal 
sections, viz., that the order of the documents is JE, D and P. 

• Cf. G. A. Smith, op. cit., pp. LXVIIf. 
u Driver, L. 0. T., pp. 126ff. 
11 WellhaWlell, op. cit., pp. 200ff.; Driver, Deulerunomy, pp. XIVff.; 

L. 0. T., pp. 79ff.; G. F. Moore, loc. cit., col. 1083. 
11 For an explanation of the divergences between the JE and D records, 

see G. A. Smith, op. cit., pp. XVIIIff. 
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3) How, now, does it stand with the relatiollBhip of Deuw
onomy to some of the remaining boob in the Old Teef:-ernent 
canon 1 Neither in the earlier strand.a of the hiBt.orical boob nor 
in the genuine utterances of the great eooial propheta of the eighth 
century-A.m08, HOl!e&, Iaaiah and Micah-do we find a trace 
of the characteristic idioms or ideas of Deuteronomy. So far u 
the evidence goes the book waa absolutely unknown to them all. 
But in the writings of the contemporary prophet, Jeremiah. the 
influence of Deuteronomy is constant and unmistakable.17 Jer. 11 
1-1 even represents the prophet aa going about "in the citiea 
of Judah, and in the streets of Jerusalem" proclaiming "the 
words of this covenant" ----evidently the Deuteronomic law. 
Jer. 8 a, to be mre, strikes a different note. It seems to reflect 
the prophet's eventual disilluaiournent with the book,11 or at 
any rate with the strongly ritualistic product which remained 
after "the false pen of the scribes had wrought falsely.''31 Duhm. 

17 H. W. Robinson, ~fl aflll Joa/0111., pp. 46f.; - the liBt af 
parallels between Jeremiah and Deut.erooomy in Driver, ~,. 
pp. XCIIIf.; cf. L. 0. T., p. 275. Notice especially the disclllllion of We 
point by Paton, av.pm, pp. 342-345. 

11 F. C. Porter in Sneath, Al OM ooiQ ., l•rMibk. 11121, p. 24: "1' 
seems probable that the hopes with which Jeremiah may tint have greeled 
the appearance of this prophetic reformatioo of the popular religion Win 
disappointed in the outcome. Certainly the religion he taught 811d the hoi
he cherished were of different and even opposite oature and t.endeocy." 
Skinner in Prop/atty aflll JWigioA, 1922, baa this to aay: "We mUBt at leut 
believe that a trustworthy tradition lies behind the Jlll8ll8l!1' in Ch. XI; 
and the concluaion to which it oaturally points is that Jeremiah wu at 
first strongly in favor of the law of Deuteronomy, and lent his moral Bllppod 
to the reformation of Joeiah" (pp. 1021.): And again: "Jwrt. u a woman 
baa eometimes to be engaged to a man before she knows sbe cannot marry 
him, eo Jeremiah may have had to go eome way with the Deoteronomists in 
order to discover that he wae of a different spirit from theirs" (p. 106). 
Cf. G. A. Sllllth,Jeremia11, 1923, pp.134H.on "Jeremiah and Deuteronomy;" 
also Lofthouse, Jeremiall, 1925, pp. 77H. 

11 Budde (lac. cil., p. 218), in discDSSing this verae, suggaita: "Du 
RAtael .... 111st sich mit einem Schlage, wenn der Gestalt, in der Billda 
Konig Joaia dae Geeetzbuch einhAncligte, eine BDdere voraoagegangeo wv, 
die von der Zentralisation und vom Kultoa iiherhaupt noch nichta 3llgte 
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of course, greatly minimizes the Deuteronomic element in Jeremiah 
by the means of heroic use of hatchet and shears.•0 In this he is 
followed-yes even surpassed-by Holscher, Horst and a few 
others.t1 It must, indeed, be admitted that many of the passages 
of Deuteronomic flavor in Jeremiah are exceedingly difficult 
morsels to digest.0 Some of them are in all probability secondary. 
Nevertheless even Duhm finds echoes of Deuteronomy in genuine 
oracles of the prophet.13 That Jeremiah knew Deuteronomy 
seems as clear as that his predecessors in the prophetic office did 
not. The most sceptical must at the least admit that the book 
throughout reflects an eventual, even if not contemporary, in
fluence of Deuteronomy. 

Besides Jeremiah, many other books written or compiled from 
his time on clearly show, though in varying measure, the influence 
of Deuteronomic thought and style." Whether Ezekiel be, as 
Torrey contends,u "a pseudepigraphon written in the Greek 

und wuBte." G. A. Smith (Deuteronomy, p. XCVIII) mentions the "possi
bility that some editions of Deuteronomy originated during the last twelve 
years of the king's reign. There is no reason," he adds, "to seek a lat.er dat.e 
for any of the 1JUbetance of the book." 

u Daa Buda Jeremia, 1901. See the criticisms of Duhm in Driver, 
L. 0. T., p. 273; and Peake, Rettnt Det'elopmmlil in O. T. Criliejam, pp. 23f . 

., Cf. Paton, tmpro, p. 342. 
n A thorough and authoritative commentary on Jeremiah is a prime 

desideratum of Biblical science today. 
0 Op. cit., pp. 86ff. (on Jer. 8 •-9 21). 

•• See the discUBBion in Meinhold, op. cit., pp. 209ff. 
ca E:ra Sludiu, p. 288, note•; cf. the introduction to his "Notes on 

·the Aramaic Part of Daniel" (Trana.of the Conn. Acad. of Arla awd Scieflul, 
XV, 1909). See also Burrows, The Literary Relationa of EultW, 11125, p. 106: 
"Thus my study .... has brought me-somewhat, I confess, to my sur
prise-to the conclusion that the view of Ez. 88 a product of the lat.e pre
·Maccabean period is not only poBBible but very probable." HOischer in 
H.,.,ftW, Der Didier und Daa Bv.cll (Beiheft ZATW 39, 1924) holds that 
our present book of Ezekiel contains but little of the authentic writings of 
the prophet, and that it is practically a later pseudepigraphon. Peake 
(loc. cit., p. 25) comments: "It does not seem likely that the longestablished 
opinion 88 to the complet.e authenticity of the book will be maintained in 
its former rigour." 
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period," or a genuine product of the exile, there can be no JMlllll"ble 
doubt aa to the influence of Deuteronomy upon it.• In JOBbua 
the Deuteronomic redaction baa been so complete aa to stamp the 
whole book with its characteristic point of view. Judges and Kings 
are each cast into a late editorial framework that is demo118trably 
the product of the Deuteronomic school of historians. Samuel, 
especially in the first twelve chapters, shows in vocabulary, Btyle 
and concepts that it, too, was part of the original Deuteronomic 
history. In Neb. 1 5-u; 9 Gff.; Dan. 9 4-11 occur prayers1111turated 
with Deuteronomic phrases and ideas. Occasionally even the 
barren Btyle of the Chronicler is fructified by a light shower of 
Deuteronomic phraseology.'7 Limits of space forbid a clOllel' 
examination of the books and paaaages cited. But smely enough 
baa been llllid to support Driver's contention that, while the 
literature produced before 621 B. C. shows no trace of Deut
eronomic influence, after that date Deuteronomy in large measure 
"both gave the religious ideal of the age, and moulded the phra
seology in which it was expreseed."H 

( B) &yle and V ooabulary 

Independent consideration of the criteria of Btyle and vocabu
lary reenforces and confirms the conclusions drawn from a study 
of literary relationships. 

1) The developed oratorical style of Deuteronomy, smooth, 
flowing and 8118tained, presupposes a long literary history behind 
it. Archaisms, except such aa are employed to heighten the effect 
of sonorousness, are practically non-existent.'' Rhythm, dignity 
and charm characterize the book throughout, particularly in the 
hortatory sections. 60 Skilful use is made of the repetition of 
significant phrases. Epithets and verbs are often piled up in 

.. See Burrowa, ibid., pp. l9H., for a careful and judicious e:umin&tion 
of this question. 

n Cf. Driver, lkvttt-tmom'fl, pp. XClf. 
H Ibid., P· XCI. 
u Cf. Ryle, lae. cil., p. 601. 
11 Cf. 0. A. Smith, ~'//, pp. XII ff. 
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almost bewildering richness, and with· cumulative power.11 At 
times, it must be admitted, the device of repetition is somewhat 
overworked, and gives the impression of prolixity. In this the 
style marks the transition to later tendencies. In general, the 
advanced and artistic literary style points to a fairly late period 
in the history of the kingdom. 

2) The vocabulary, too, is of a piece with that of the writings 
of the seventh century and the period immediately following. 
But this is by no means equivalent to saying that Deuteronomy 
poaee88es no distinctive vocabulary of its own. Quite the contrary 
is the case. The commentaries and introductions supply long 
list.s of words and phmses used exclusively or predominantly 
by Deuteronomy and its school. 11 Some characteristic expressions 
are, "Jehovah, our, your or thy God," which occurs more than 
300 times in the book; "which I am commanding thee or you," 
33 times; "in thy gates," 27 times; "observe to do," 12 times; 
"stranger, fatherless and widow," 8 times; beside many individual 
words. The distinctive flavor of Deuteronomy can hardly be 
mistaken, wherever met. And that flavor seems reminiscent of 
about the seventh century B. C. 

On the other hand, Deuteronomy shows none of the corrupt 
style or vocabulary that marks much of the latest Hebrew lite
rature. It cannot therefore, on literary grounds, be reasonably 
dated anywhere near the period when Hebrew was becoming 
merely a literary language and loan-words were sweepimg in.u 
The literary argument, therefore would of itself point with a high 
degree of probability in the direction of a date before the fall of 
Jerusalem in 686 B. C., and yet not more than a century or so 
previous to that date. 

11 Cf. 4 9; 4 IM; 6 7; 9 7; 1017; 111; 10 12f., etc. Steuernagel, op. cit., 
p. 41, remarks: "daes filr die dtn. Sprache weniger einzelne Worte, als viel
mehr formelhafte Wortkombinationen cbarakteristisch eind." 

11 Driver in L. 0. T., pp. 99ff., lists 41 of these; in Dtulmnwmy, pp. 
LXXVIIff. he gives 70; Steuernagel, op. cit., pp. 4lff., mentione 89. 

u Cf. Driver, I>evuronomy, pp. LXXXVIIIff.; Moore, Zoe. nl., col. 1088; 
Ryle, Zoe. cit., p. 601. 
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II. THE RELIGIOUS ARGL"MENT 

Let us next turn to a brief consideration of the position of t.lae 
book in the development of Hebrew religion. 

I) In its religioUB ideas Deuteronomy followa closely after the 
great aocial prophets of the eighth century. The aocial puaion 
of Amos, the national devotion of Isaiah and, above all, H«-'a 
dramatic and touching plea for the recognition of love 88 t.lae 
euence of religion-all these find repeated expreaaion in this 
remarkably human and warm-hearted program of reform. Love 
easily becomes the dominant note of the book.11 The streBa laid 

upon religion as baaed on the mutual love of God and man; the 
carrying over of this principle of love into practical injunctions 
urging humanitarian treatment of both man and beut; and the 
picturing of conduct as important more beca1111e it embodiea this 
attitude of love than for its own aake-theae look back to HOl!ell'a 
epochal diacovery of the love of God. Even civil and ritual law 
become l!Ul'Charged with this spirit.11 

2) The theism of the book reflects an advanced stage of religiOUB 
thought. It exalts God in righteousness and holiness as well 88 

in love. It is far removed in time as in spirit from the primitive 
concepts of the period of Saul and David. The crude monolatry 
of an Elijah is left far behind, and we come very near to the abso
lute monotheism of the Second Isaiah. In the law of the single 
sanctuary the idea of the unity of God is given concrete expreaaion. 
POS!libly the remarkable deliverance of Jerusalem from Sennacherib 
in 701 B. C. 611 was the ultimate historical basis alike of the developed 
idea and of the law.17 

.. Cf. Lofthouse, op. cit., p. 73: "Deuteronomy contains none of u-•• 
lyrical ahaodoo. But no one who hae caught the dietinctive m1111ic of H
---ililent in Am011, leaiah, and Micah-can mieB it in the more precim, ud 
meaeured yet etill unmist&kably fervent devotion of Deut.eronomy." 

u 0. A. Smith, op. cit., pp. XXVIff.; Ryle, loc. cu., p. 601; Moore, 
loc. eil., col. 1086. 

M 2 Kings 18 1aff. = Isaiah 36f. While the ~ce of double oarratmis 
and of legendary accretiooe hae loog been recognized in t.i- cbapt,n, 
the eeeeotial truetwortb.inell8 of the tradition of a great deliverance of mme 
eort seems eetebliahed. 11 Meinhold, op. cu., pp. 200f. 
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3) In the false religions combatt.ed, particularly the worship 
of the "host of Heaven,"68 we apparently have a reflection of 
the .Assyrian cults introduced by King Manasseh (695-641 B.C.). 
The prohibition of child B11Crifice11 also fits the conditions described 
in 2 Kings 21 1ff. as prevalent during the reign of the reactionary 
king.80 A date late in Manasseh's reign or shortly thereafter eeeme 
to be here indicated. 

4) Marti's familiar summary of the development of Hebrew 
religion11 also points to this as the probable date of the composition 
of the book. It will be remembered that he dietinguiehee four 
periods: (I) the Nomadic; (2) the Agricultural; (3) the period of 
the Prophets; and (4) the religion of the Law.n As the embodiment 
of the teachings of the prophets, and the transition to the period 
when the law was being emphasized in certain quarters, Deut
eronomy finds its place. No other period of Hebrew history fits 
this particular condition so well as the middle or end of the seventh 
century. 

Thus the religious argument confirms the result attained by 
the literary approach. 

11173; cf. 419. 
11 12 31; 18 10. Cf. B. D. Eerdm&ns in D. C. Simpson, Old Tutarrum 

Euaya, 1927, p. 83: "There is only one period in the history of Israel in 
which this &ttempt &t reform,tion c&n be pla.ced-viz., in the seventh cen
tury. For only in this period WBS the a&crilice of the firstborn &nd the cult 
of the sun, the moon, &nd the st&ra & prominent fe&ture." 

•• Moore, loc. eil., col. 1085. 
11 K. Ma.rti, Die Rdigion du Allen Teatame11ts, 1906, p. 10 e, ,-aim; 

tmnsl&ted by Bienem&nn, 1907. 
11 In view of the fact th&t the flowering of the Hebrew religion comes 

in this l&st period, the deeignation •pplied to it by Ma.rti surely needs to 
be t&ken cum grano aalis. Cf. Torrey, Ezra Studiu, p. 311: "At the preeent 
d&y, we know th&t the most of the prophetic&) Iiter&ture cont&ined in our 
Old Teat&ment, including the deepest •nd most wide-he&rted expreuions 
of the Hebrew faith which exist, d&tea from the Persi&n period. This WBS 

the golden &ge of Hebrew prophecy, es if w&& &lso tb&t of Hebrew poetry." 
See al.lo Torrey, Swnul laaiali, pp. 131-134. M,rti's term 'L&w' does, 
however, decribe &n import&nt by-eddy of the period, &nd so m&y, for 
convenience, be ret&ined. 
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Ill THE HISTORICAL ARGUMENT. 

The argument from history has neceaaarily crept in to the fore
going discWlllion of the literary and religious evidence. Lit.erary 
development is, of course, a historical proce811. The evolntion of 
a people's religion is the 811preme fact in their history. It has been 
possible above to fix a probable date for Deuteronomy by tracing 
the culture and religion of the Hebrews 88 these are reflected in 
their 88Cred books. 

In addition to this we have as evidence one of the mOBt remark
able facts in the field of Old Testament criticism. This is nothing 
less than a record of the finding of a "book of the law"--evidentiy 
Deuteronomy-in the Jel'llllBlem temple. In 2 KingB 22f. we read 
of the accidental discovery of the book, its 81lbmission to the pro
phetess Huldah, and the reforms of King Josiah based on the 
newly found law. The reference to a covenant (2 Kings 23 !f.), 
the carrying out of the Deuteronomic injunction to destroy the 
local high places (23 ,, u), the celebration of a centralized P8880Ver 
at Jel'llll8lem (23 11-n)-these and many other features seem 
to point unfailingly to Deuteronomy.11 It is, on the face of it, 
in the highest degree improbable that this epochal book should 
have disappeared without leaving a trace. It must be preserved 
somewhere in the Hebrew canon. No other group of laws in the 
Old Testament corresponds, 88 does Deuteronomy, point for point 
with the m~ carried out in these chapters of Kings. And 
so, as a matter of fact, modem scholars, following Jerome,11 

have with practical unanimity identified the book of 2 Kings 22f. 

11 See Paton, aupm, pp. 325f., for a list of eome twenty-eu: pointa of 
com,apondence between 2 Kinge 22f. and Deuteronomy. In the sncceeding 
p&gllll (326-341) he developes the argument eo fully that there is no oocaaion 
for going into details here. Cf. a.leo Steuerna.gel, op. cil., pp. l!f.; Meinhold, 
op. cil., pp. 194ff.; and Nowack'• excellent pa.per, "Deuteronomium und 
Begum" in Vom Allen Tutamewl (Marti Festachrift, Beiheft ZATW No. 41, 
1926), pp. 221-231. 

11 Jerome on Ezek. I 1-accepting the year given in l! Chron. 34-
writllll: "Duodecimo a.nno JOlliae, quando inventus llllt liber Deuteroaomii 
in templo Dei." (Quoted from Budde, loe. cil., p. 178.) 
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with Deut.eronomy. Now, all this is exactly dat.ed11 in the eigh
teenth year of Kind Josiah, i. e., in 621 B. C. This is in striking 
corroboration of the conclUBions to which we have been led by 
the variollS lines of evidence hitherto followed. 

As has been seen above,18 the historicity of these chapters is 
seriously challenged by a number of scholars. Upon the answer 
to the question of their historical value depends much-but not 
all. What.ever doubts may be ent.ertained upon the subject, it 
simply will not do to isolat.e the question of the historicity of 
2 KingB 22f. 88 though their t.estimony were alone and unsupported. 
We have already seen that abundant independent evidence exists 
for placing Deut.eronomy in this particular niche of literary and 
religious development. The broad sweep of Hebrew history 
reaffirms this conviction. Had 2 Kings 22f. never been written, 
we must neverthele88 have ultimately--though, perhaps, not so 
soon-have come to the conclusion that Deuteronomy belongs some
where in the l88t century of the existence of the southern kingdom. 

But, 88 a matter of fact, our faith in the essential trust-worthineSB 
of the record is abundantly justified by literary criticism. The 
editor of KingB seems to have used here an older written source 
clearly distinguishable in style and thought from his own writings. 
This W88 probably included in a pre-exilic history of the kings, 
and may well have been written by a contemporary of Josiah.
almost certainly, in any case, before the catBStrophe of 586 B.C.17 

The fact that the book of KingB in its final form is -of later date 
does not necessarily stamp the account in these chapters 88 an 
invention. Nor does the evident working over of the Huldah 
oracle" overbear the evident soberness of the main story." 
There is such II thing 88 an over-refined scepticism! 

u 2 Kings 22 a. • Pp. 326ff. 
17 Moore, loc. cit., col. 1080; Nowack, loc. cit., pp. 228ff.; W.R. Smith 

and E. Kautzsch in Em. Bib. II, col. 2671, article "Kinga": "The detaila 
BUggest that thie BOurce was baaed ou official documents." 

11 2 Kinga 22 Hff. 
11 Cf. Gremm&m1, "Joeia und daa Deuteronomium" in ZATW, 11124, 

p. 321; Nowack, loc. cit., pp. 227f. 
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Considerations of a lit.erary, religi0118 and historiau character 
confirm us in placing Deut.eronomy in the period immediat.ely 
preceding 621 B. C. It remains to indicat.e conciBely the element.a 
of relative strength and weakness in the argument.a adduced. 

The argument from lit.erary relationships, including _style and 
vocabulary, seems well taken. Similarly, the real!Oning baaed on 
the development of Hebrew religion appews IIOUlld. The argument 
founded on a general view of the progress of the history ia also, 
apparently, well based. So far we stand on firm ground. 

There are, however, two elements of possible weakness: 
I) How are we to prove beyond the question of a doubt that 

the narrative of 2 Kings 22f. ia historical? Or unhistorical, either, 
for that matter ? Evidently reforms constitute excellent raw 
material for the legend-building fancy. There ia also a 8118piciOUB 

similarity in the Old Testament records of reforms. That of Aaa71 

ia open to doubt, at least so far as some of its details are concerned. 
Apparently, too, the picture of Hezekiah's reform has been 
considerably ret.ouched. 71 The account of the activity of Ezra, 
and in fact the Chronicler's record of that whole period of Jewish 
history, is of little hist.orical worth. 71 In spite of all this, it would 
nevertheless seem that we must presuppose a historical baeia 
for some at least of the traditions. Surely they are not all manu
factured out of whole cloth. The reform of King Josiah seems 
better attested than most. Evidence has been given above t,o 

8Upport the essential credibility of the narrative. The principal 
difficulty inheres in the lack of positive external ·evidence. But 
the balance of probability seems t,o be decidedly in favor of the 
general hiat.oricity of 2 Kings 22f. This once proved, the debat.e 
would seem to be unquestionably and finally settled in favor of 
the commonly accepted date of Deuteronomy. 

71 I King& Iii 11-u. 

n 2 Kinga 18; see especially the later insertions, vv. '• and 22. Cf. G. A. 
Smith, op. cil., pp. XLif. 

71 Cf. Torrey, Eua Bhulia, pp. 223H. "In gmsal. it ia evident that 
the Chronicler became an editor more from nemmity than from choice. 
By taste and gift he was a noveliat." (p. 2li0). 
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2) Another difficulty in reaching definite findings on the Deut
eronomic question collllists in the fact that we m118t posit both 
earlier and later material in the book. This element of confusion 
has been utilized to the full by recent critics.of the accepted view. 
Some p118h the date backward, others pull it forward. The attempt 
to resolve the difficulty by utilizing as a clue the alternation of 
the singular and plural forms of the second personal pronoun 
must be regarded as quite uneucceBBful. 73 "'Tie a consummation 
devoutly to be wished" that this particular difficulty might be 
so ironed out as to lead to some agreement on the relative dates 
of the diverse elements composing the hook. 

Here, then, are two definite problems that still await solution. 
They stand as a challenge to Old Testament criticism. If the 
experience of the past is any criterion these problems, too, will 
in due time find their solution. It is, meanwhile, inspiring to 
believe that there is still ample occasion for the devoted labors of 
the critic. Almost one is persuaded to adopt as the exultant battle
cry of criticism the words of Isaiah 48 22 ( very freely rendered! ) : 

Cl~} ;i:~ iQa$ ~ r-, 
"There is no peace," saith Jehovah, "for the critics." 

In spite of certain unresolved difficulties, it would seem that 
the preponderance of evidence is still in favor of that view of the 
date of Deuteronomy which has been established by many decades 
of laborious and brilliant research. Undoubtedly slight modi
fications in our views will require to be made from time to time. 
In this connection we are gmteful for the new light cast upon 
the whole problem by the independent and stimulating investi
gations of men like Welch and Holscher. The striking and en
couraging reflection that emerges from the study of the views 
diecuBBed in this Symposium is that the work of criticism has 
been in general on the right track, and that so little change is 
needed with regard to our view of the date of Deuteronomy. 7' 

" Al in the case of Steuernagel, op. cit., pp. Off. See G. A. Smith, op. 
cit., pp. LXXIII; Meinhold, op. cit., pp. 202(. 

n Cf. Peake, &uni Detielopmenta in Old Tutafflffll Oritieum, p. 28: 
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Quizzical Omar baa an apt quatrain for thoee who, like our-
selves, end where they begin: 

MyaeH when young did eagerly frequent 
Doctor and Saint, and hmJd great AJJ!am-t 
About it and about; hot evermore 
Came oot by the aame Door aa in I went.,. 

And yet! Wu it not perhaps worth while to examine the 
evidence anew 1 

''The net reault of the recent critical movement, ~ - to me, ia t.bat; we 
are left in the main very moch where we were a qoaner of a century ago." 

71 Bvbaiyal o/ 0- Kltayyana, XXVII, tramlated by Edlrllld JIHs. 
paid. 




